Abstract -In Young-Dong area, many generators and new nuclear power plant will be added in the future. To carry the huge power to capital area, KEPCO is planning to construct a new 765KV transmission line. This report will look at new technology like HVDC, FACTS instead of construction of new 765KV transmission line. The many alternatives have been looked at, and compared the new plan to the present plan in power flow, transient stability. The purpose of this report is to show the possibility of application of new technology equipment.
Introduction
Currently 6 unit nuclear power plants and pumped storage hydroelectric power plant are operating in the Young-Dong area. The Young-dong area is the northeast of Korea. Because the electric consumption in Gang-won province is not too big, most of generating power in Youngdong area flows to capital area through 765Kv Transmission line, and 345Kv Transmission. The construction of new 4 unit nuclear power plants and 2 units coal fired power plants is planned for 2015. Most of this new generation power also will go to the capital area. So, KEPCO is planning to construct new 765KV transmission line for huge power transmission. In this report, the plan which applies HVDC, FACTS system was studied instead of the construction of new 765KV transmission line. Only the generators which are included in the 4 th Basic Plan of Long-term Electricity Supply and Demand are considered in this study.
Power plan in Young-dong area

Generator expansion plan (The 4
th basic plan of long-term electricity supply and demand)
In Young-dong area, Ulsin nuclear power plants 5.9GW (1.0GW 4unit, 0.95GW, 2unit) and Yang-yang pumped storage hydroelectric power plant 1.0GW(0.25GW 4unit) are operating now. Generator expansion plan in Youngdong area is as below. The total generation power in young-dong area will be 14.5GW in 2021. KEPCO is planning to construct new 765KV transmission line to carry a lot of power which is generated by new base load plants in Young-dong area. The thermal limit of existing 765 transmission line is about 14GW. But the entire capacity of 765KV transmission line cannot be used because of high loading ratio and long distance delivery. So it's necessary to construct new transmission line. 
Transmission expansion plan
The application of new technology equipments
To construct a 765KV Transmission line is very expensive and difficult because of intense civil appeals. Actually most of 765KV transmission line construction didn't finish within standard construction period. So the power system was made using HVDC and FACTS system to deliver new generation power to capital area instead of new 765KV transmission line construction and simulate this power system.
New plan using HVDC, FACTS system
First of all, 500KV HVDC transmission line from 345KV Yang-yang pumped storage hydroelectric power to 345KV Sinpochun substation was made instead of new 765KV transmission line. The capacity of new HVDC line is about 3GW considering the capacity of 345KV transmission line which connects Ulsin nuclear power to Yang-yang pumped storage hydroelectric power. Many reactive power compensators in 765KV substation are installed because the loading ratio of existing 765KV transmission line is increased. Additionally to increase existing 345KV transmission line usage, two new 345KV transmission lines from Ulsin to Samchuk and Sintebak to Sinjechun. Finally, to reduce deviation of reactive power change and to enhance the power system stability. TCSC was installed on the heavy loaded transmission line TCSC is one of the FACTS system. The power system diagram is below. The fault current seem to excess the limit of breakers in Ulsin nuclear power plant. But the fault current problem can be solved by installing the fault current limit reactor. 
Power system simulation
For power system simulation, PSS/E program was used and 2022 summer peak case was studied. The load of 2022 summer peak case will be about 85GW and all generators in Yong-dong area are operating in this case. The load of young-dong area is about 1.5GW. The criteria of contingency in Korea is that in case of 345KV including 500KV HVDC, 2 circuit (1 route) fault is assumed and in case of 765KV, 1 circuit fault is assumed. But 765KV 1 route fault was considered
Power flow simulation
In the new plan, the power flow can be controlled using HVDC, TCSC control function. It is necessary to decide steady-state operating point. The operating point which minimizes the power system loss may be the best. So HVDC transmitted power and TCSC compensation capacity was varied to find minimum power system loss point. The control of HVDC and TCSC make all power flow change. When HVDC transmit 2.5GW and 30% is compensated in transmission line of Sinjechen and Sinchungju, the power system loss is minimum. 10 fault Case was simulated. There is no problem in all fault case without 765KV transmission line 1 route fault. The reason is that when fault is applied (transmission line tripped), power flow is balanced well among HVDC, 765KV transmission line, 345KV transmission line. 
Transient stability simulation
Transient stability simulation was carried out to show whether, the generator can maintain the synchronism or not when a fault is applied. The same fault case of power flow simulation is applied. In all cases without 765KV transmission line 1 route fault, the synchronism can be maintained. In case of 765KV 1 route fault, it is necessary to trip the generator in Ulsin power plant to maintain the synchronism. The number of generators that need to be tripped is 1~2 units more in the new plan compared to the present plan. Constant power mode for HVDC control was used. If special control scheme is used, for example that HVDC transmit the power in proportion to mechanical angle of Ulsin nuclear power plant or angle difference of AC voltage in HVDC converter station. The transient stability is better. TCSC can improve the stability. But if TCSC compensation capacity is increased during transient situation, that improve the stability a lot.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to study the alternatives of plan of new 765KV transmission line using HVDC, FACTS system. The new plan with HVDC, FACTS system is less reliable than the present plan with adding 765KV transmission line and disadvantageous considering power system expansion. But the new plan saves costs and can control the power flow. It may be not possible to substitute the present plan because new power plant in Young-dong area is planned for this year. But in the future, KEPCO needs to increase usage of existing transmission line using new technology equipment like HVDC, FACTS.
